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SUMMARY Digital Rights Management (DRM) ensures that the us-
age of digital media adheres to the intentions of the copyright holder and
prevents the unauthorized modification or distribution of media. Due to
the widespread adoption of digital content use, DRM has received a fair
amount of attention and has seen implementation in many commercial
models. Although many DRM schemes have been introduced in the lit-
erature, they still suffer from some security issues and may not guarantee
the quality of performance. In this paper, we propose a trust-distributed
DRM model to provide improvements for realistic DRM environments to
bring more functionality to users. We use the features of the smart cards
to provide an option of anonymity for the consumer while continuing to
protect the rights of the copyright holder and the financial interests of the
media industry. We also classify the security criteria of DRM systems and
show that our proposed smart card based DRM scheme satisfies all of these
criteria.
key words: anonymous consumption, digital rights management, privacy,
public key infrastructure, smart card, ticket card

1. Introduction

In January 1994, the concrete concept of Digital Rights
Management (DRM) for protecting intellectual property
was proposed in a Network Multimedia Environment con-
ference [1]. One definition of DRM [2] is a system for pro-
tecting the copyrights of data circulated via the Internet or
other digital media by enabling secure distribution or dis-
abling illegal distribution of the data. DRM systems play
significant roles in processes concerning the flow of con-
tent [3]–[5]. When a provider furnishes content, they inher-
ently control the ability to grant usage rules to that content.
DRM aims to protect digital contents from illegal or unau-
thorized access [6]. The main goal of DRM is to protect
digital media from illegal copy, and uses public key infras-
tructure (PKI) to facilitate this end. Many companies or or-
ganizations such as InterTrust [7], Microsoft [8], and Open
Mobile Alliance (OMA) [9] have developed DRM systems.

Because of the rapid development of the Internet, dig-
ital content can now be disseminated quickly and easily to
be used on or off-line. The openness of the Internet allows
individual users to contribute towards digital content cre-
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ation or modification. Among these users, some may wish
to copyright their works for financial profit. Thus, some re-
search [10] proposed copyright protection systems for con-
tent which can be modified by multiple users. At the same
time, digital multimedia related technologies have grown in
capability. New products with high storage capacity and
high mobility form factors have spawned new business mod-
els and corresponding DRM systems to protect content. For
example, devices such as mobile phones now have the ca-
pacity to store large amounts of media and provide the abil-
ity to use that media while mobile. A model such as [11]
may provide a viable DRM framework to distribute and pro-
tect copyrighted media for a mobile cellular environment.

DRM embodies certain specific requirements. DRM
needs persistent safeguarding, which is protection that stays
with the contents. Conceptually, DRM can be envisioned as
remote control for content. Not only is protection required
during delivery of this content, but content controls must
be enforced after delivery. A DRM system needs to incor-
porate several components, such as control flows, monitor-
ing mechanisms, media identification, tracing mechanisms,
and conditional access. To meet such requirements, a DRM
system employs many cryptographic technologies [6], [12],
[13] such as encryption/decryption, authentication, signa-
tures, access control, and key management. There are two
main functions of a DRM system. One is to prevent users
from unauthorized access during the complete life cycle of
digital content, and the other is to efficiently manage various
kinds of usage rules.

The contribution of this paper can be described in two
parts. First, we focus on the issue of anonymous consump-
tion. Most existing DRM models do not support anonymous
consumption, so we propose a model using smart cards to
provide this capability. Second, the adoption of smart cards
also supports other important DRM issues. One is portabil-
ity which is an open issue for DRM related efforts. A user
must purchase new licenses for other devices even though
they have already purchased the media rights on another
platform. This unreasonably hinders the concept of fair use
and increases inconvenience. This can be alleviated by the
portability property of the smart card based scheme. These
smart cards also solve the issues of trust and regional restric-
tions. We will explain how the smart card concept works in
the latter part of this paper.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2, we sur-
vey related research concerning DRM systems. A modified
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DRM model is proposed in Sect. 3 which improves on the
properties introduced. Section 4 describes the capabilities
and achievements of our model. A comprehensive security
analysis and comparison of our system and other DRM solu-
tions is presented. Finally, we provide some closing remarks
in Sect. 5.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review related research in regards to five
attributes: anonymity, portability, privacy, regional restric-
tions, and trust issue.

2.1 Anonymity

In existing DRM systems, a consumer has to reveal their
identity to obtain a license for protected content. Some
researchers [14], [15] have spotlighted the need to use dig-
ital content without disclosing any personal information.
A DRM system should provide the capability to extend
anonymity to their consumers. Previous research [16] stated
the problem scope is larger than only privacy concerns about
personal data and illustrated the management of intellectual
property rights. In order to remedy this issue, the DRM sys-
tem should allow anonymous consumption. This allows the
option of privacy and anonymity if elected by the consumer.

2.2 Portability

In a DRM system, security is the key factor. For current
applications, these requirements rely on a tamper-proof de-
vice to play protected content according to the content usage
rules. These systems are classified as device based DRM
systems [8], [9]. In this model, every license is bound to a
unique playback device, so the license stored in one device
cannot be shared by another. If a user has more than one de-
vice and wishes to use the same content on all their devices,
they have to purchase licenses for every device. This is un-
desirable and illustrates the problem concerning portability.

In contrast, identity based DRM systems, such as
Project DReaM [17], provide more flexibility to users. Sun
Microsystem’s Project DReaM aimed to produce “inter-
operable DRM architecture implementing standardized in-
terfaces and processes for the inter-operability of DRM sys-
tems.” Instead of device based mechanisms, they adopted
an identity based method to authenticate legitimate users.
Identity based DRM systems allow use of digital contents
anywhere and anytime on compliant devices. Based on this
concept, a number of identity based DRM systems [18], [19]
have been proposed. By their design, identity based DRM
systems do not inherently account for privacy anonymity or
considerations. Other work concentrate on frameworks us-
ing quantification theory (predicate logic) [20] or adopting a
systems based approach along with defined formal seman-
tics [21] to provide ubiquitous license inter-operability.

2.3 Privacy

DRM is widely adopted to guard intellectual property for
content owners but consumer privacy is not heavily con-
sidered. In current DRM systems, the DRM client module
knows what media users consume, and the license server
knows what content users have obtained licenses for. An-
other commonly unaddressed issue of DRM is the safe-
guarding of personal privacy. Although many privacy pro-
tection schemes [22]–[24] have been proposed, they only fo-
cus on protecting customer privacy from misuse from out-
siders, and do not provide safeguards against abuse by the
service providers themselves. This lapse allows service
providers to acquire personal data to profile user habits. This
often overlooked practice violates consumer privacy.

2.4 Regional Restrictions

A digital content provider may serve customers who re-
side in various global regions. For commercial reasons,
providers may wish to divide their market into several areas
to offer value added services such as languages, or subtitles
suitable to that region. DRM can provide this functionality.
Greveler proposed a scheme [25] of enforcing a DRM sys-
tem that allows for region-dependent licensing policies. The
DVD market is an example of regional restrictions. DVD
products are divided into six regions, and the players in one
region can only play DVDs according to the region code al-
lowed. The same concept is applied here for digital contents.

2.5 Trust Issue

Current DRM systems focus on content protection from ma-
licious consumers based on the assumption that the servers
themselves are trustworthy. The issue of trust concerns the
possibility of malicious elements within the DRM system.
Researchers [26], [27] have suggested the need to secure
DRM servers against each other. The concept of least priv-
ilege should be followed in case a server is compromised.
Safeguards can be designed into the DRM model to miti-
gate these issues.

To the best of our knowledge, no system exists that si-
multaneously addresses the DRM issues described in this
section. Note an earlier incarnation of this model was out-
lined in previous work [28]. The model has evolved to in-
clude added functionality from refined communication and
details the specifics of security interaction between roles.
A comprehensive security analysis of model has been pro-
vided. This work can be regarded as a successor and real-
ization of the author’s earlier research.

3. The Proposed Smart Card Based DRM Model

The DRM framework is well defined though implementa-
tions vary. The general model has been detailed through pre-
vious DRM research [14], [29], [30]. There are three major
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roles in most existing models. They are the content server,
license server and consumer. To design a DRM system
which addresses the issues in Sect. 2, we propose a DRM
model which provides confidentiality for the digital content
while simultaneously protecting user privacy.

This section is composed of three parts. In the first part,
we will provide some assumptions and supporting concepts
for our DRM system. In the second part, we will define
the roles involved in the proposed DRM model. Lastly, we
dissect the system process flow.

3.1 Preliminaries and Assumptions

We include some build upon prerequisites to support our
DRM model. The DRM scheme assumes the open availabil-
ity of Internet access until the point when the client device
receives the content decryption key. After this, the content
can be used off-line. As emphasized in Sect. 1, digital con-
tent must be protected from unauthorized access. To this
goal, the proposed DRM model is supported by the under-
lying concepts of public key infrastructure (PKI) technol-
ogy including the use of encryption/decryption, digital sig-
natures, message authentication codes (MAC), and implies
the availability of an authoritative entity such as a certificate
authorities (CA). To send a message under the PKI solu-
tion, the sender signs it†with its private key before sending
and includes the CA’s certificate as follows:

S → R : M, S igPrKS (h(M)),CertS (PuKS ) (1)

where S designates the sender, R represents the receiver, M
is the sending message, PrKS /PuKS is the private/public
key pair of the sender that used to generate its signature to
prove the message is actually sent by the claimed sender,
h(∗) is a one-way hash function which receives input M to
create the message digest h(M), and CertS is the public key
certificate of sender. The receiver of the message has to ex-
tract and verify the public key of S using the certificate and
verify the sender’s signature using its certified public key.
The receiver ensures message integrity during the transmis-
sion by inputting the received M into the pre-shared hash
function, and checks if the output is the same as the received
h(M) using

h(M)
?
= VPuKS (S igPrKS (h(M))) (2)

where VPuKS (∗) represents using the public key of S to verify
if the hash of the message h(M) was signed by S ’s private
key. In order to complete the verification process, the re-
ceiver needs the public key of the CA. For example, assum-
ing keys are certified by a CA, the certificate CertS (PuKS )
of a sender should include the following:

CertS (PuKS ) = PuKS ‖ S igPrKCA (PuKS ‖ IDCA) (3)

where ‖ is the concatenation operator, PrKCA is CA private
key and IDCA is the unique ID of the CA. These crypto-
graphic concepts will be considered as a foundation and uti-
lized when required but will not be otherwise detailed in the

process flow.

3.2 Supporting Components

In order to build the proposed smart card DRM model, some
foundational concepts and components are required. The
following supporting concepts are adopted in this design:

• Ticket card. In [28], we proposed a ticket based DRM
model. In this current research, we apply the ticket con-
cept to smart cards. Any smart card with CPU able
to support PKI functions (such as those adhering to
ISO-7816) can be employed in this model. The ticket
card is a stored value container purchased from a re-
tailer. This ticket card can be registered and linked to
the consumer’s identity or can be used anonymously.
Anonymous ticket cards differ from registered ticket
cards only in the additional act of registration before
payment. There is no physical or technical difference
between the two kinds of ticket cards. When purchased
without identification registration, this card facilitates
anonymous consumption and in the case of registered
ticket cards, refunds of lost cards.
• Tamper-Proof Device. The use of secret information

such as keys or right objects necessitates the use of a
Tamper-Proof Device (TPD) in each client. In addi-
tion to deal with secret information, this device will be
also responsible for PKI operations. To reduce risk of
compromise by attackers, the device should be tamper
resistant. As its name implies, the TPD contains a set
of sensors that detect hardware tampering and erase all
stored sensitive data to prevent compromise. Access to
the TPD should be restricted to authorized smart cards
and the client device is assumed to be trusted.
• Rights Object. The Rights Object (RO) enables use of

content by permitting the DRM client device to utilize
the protected content. The RO contains the usage rules
outlined by the content provider. The distributor is re-
sponsible for management of these usage rules.
• Revocation List. Where RO permits usage of content,

the Revocation List (RL) denies use of ticket cards
based on a retailer maintained database of revoked
cards. Whether ticket cards are registered or anony-
mous, every card has a unique identifier. The RL is
maintained by the retailer in order to ensure that the
TPD does not provide validation to the malicious ticket
cards with revoked IDs to play digital content.
• metadata. In addition to providing digital content, the

provider catalogs metadata for their products. This
metadata contains information related to the content
such as artist or cast information, format, description,
playing time, price, subtitles, and so on.

3.3 DRM Scheme Stakeholders

Figure 1 illustrates the basic components of DRM architec-
†The message is assumed hashed before signing.
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Fig. 1 The proposed DRM reference architecture.

ture. There are four main roles in the proposed scheme.
They are content provider, distributor, retailer and client. We
will define them as follows:

3.3.1 The Content Provider

The content provider is an entity such as a book publisher,
music company or movie studio which releases digital con-
tent and inherently own the rights to that media. Because
they own the content, they also dictate the way the content
can be used. They also provide supplementary data com-
plementing the digital content they release in the form of
metadata. We consider the content provider as a trusted role
in our model.

3.3.2 The Distributor

The distributor is responsible for storing the protected con-
tents and associated usage rules uploaded by the content
provider and delivering this content to satisfy consumer re-
quests. Based on authority granted by the content provider,
the distributor may grant part of content encryption key to
the consumer for using the content. The distributor consists
of two types of servers which are the content server and the
license server.

• The content server is in charge of dealing with pro-
tected contents uploaded by the content provider. It
also delivers the digital content to the consumer accord-
ing to client requests.
• The license server manages the licenses for the digi-

tal content. It grants licenses according to the usage
rules set by the content provider. Usage rules consist
of device information and metadata. According to the
usage rules established by the content provider, the li-
cense server generates RO which contain the terms and
conditions related to usage of the content. There are
diverse usage rules like expiration date, starting date,
ending date, playback counts and device types.

3.3.3 The Client

The client is a combination of the consumer and a media de-
vice. The device is assumed to be trusted and tamper-proof.
The consumer operates this device utilizing a secure plat-
form which is able to download protected content and obtain
a license from the distributor to use that content. Licenses
are granted based on remittance according to the business
model of the content provider and distributor. Using a ticket
card for the authentication process, the device will obtain
a RO which grants permission to play digital content. The
user will then be able to use the digital content according
to the associated usage rules enforced by the DRM client
controller. The purpose of the ticket card is to hold value to
exchange for the usage rules granted in the form of a RO. It
contains pre-shared keys in order to allow the client device
to be authenticated by the retailer.

3.3.4 The Retailer

A payment procedure is supported by our model. In the pro-
posed scheme, the ticket card may contain tokens for the de-
vice to get usage rules. Consumers can purchase ticket cards
from retailers such as electronic or e-media stores, conve-
nience stores or vending machines. Both anonymous and
identity based ticket cards can be sold to consumers. Con-
sumers can also reuse the ticket card by recharging it with
additional value.

3.4 The Proposed DRM Process Flow

The proposed DRM model employs a ticket card to redeem
a content license without revealing user identity. Due to the
un-traceability of the ticket card, knowledge of issued usage
rules does not provide ability to identify the user yet can still
support license revocation. The following is a description of
the three phases (upload, purchase, play) involved in pro-
viding content to the client. The notation for describing the
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Table 1 Notations of the proposed DRM model.

Name Description

CEK symmetric content encryption key
CEKL portion of CEK, belonging to L
CEKR portion of CEK, belonging to R
EK (∗)/DK (∗) encrypt/decrypt * with key K
C ID of content server
L ID of license server
P ID of content provider
R ID of retailer
T ID of ticket card
i ID of digital content
IP Internet Protocol address
K1, K2 symmetric key pre-shared by R, T
K3, K4 calculated nonces
M unencrypted digital content
m metadata associated with the M
Payment digital payment
PuKC/PrKC public/private key of C
PuKL/PrKL public/private key of L
PuKP/PrKP public/private key of P
PuKR/PrKR public/private key of R
PuKT /PrKT public/private key of T
r1, r2 random secret generated by T , R
Region regional code, belonging to DRM device
ROi rights object of digital content ID i
URi usage rule of digital content ID i

Fig. 2 Upload phase.

detailed process flow is provided in Table 1.

3.4.1 Upload Phase

In this phase, raw content will be encrypted with a portion
of the Content Encryption Key (CEK) then uploaded by the
provider to the content server. Also, the content provider
will upload the usage rules to the license server which is re-
sponsible for generating the content license as a response to
client requests. Figure 2 illustrates the upload phase and its
related flows of steps. The content provider generates the
necessary parameters for the corresponding digital content,
including M, m, CEKL, and CEKR. In real implementa-
tions, the distributor’s servers may be controlled by separate
entities. More importantly is that these entities may be ma-
licious or compromised.

To prevent damage from this situation, we divide the
full content encryption key CEK into subkeys CEKL and

Fig. 3 Purchase phase.

CEKR which can be sent separately to the license servers
and the retailer. If one of the servers is malicious, the sepa-
ration of subkeys keeps any one party from getting the entire
content encryption key. Since CEK is split into two subkeys,
effective CEK strength relies on the strength of the individ-
ual subkeys. Selection of suitable subkey strength can en-
sure an adequate level of security. Subkey security may be
influenced by division method. However, selecting a suit-
able symmetric encryption method that is not weak towards
partial key exposure (such as AES) would mitigate this is-
sue.

The communication steps below rely on PKI for secure
transfers.

• Step-1.1: The content provider encrypts its own ID P
and the ID of the license server L along with the meta-
data m, the content ID i and a portion of the content en-
cryption key CEKL with the public key of the license
server, and then sends it to the license server.
• Step-1.2: The content provider sends encrypted content

containing P, C, ECEK(Mi), m, and i all encrypted with
the public key of the content server.
• Step-1.3: The content provider encrypts the P, R, i,

metadata m and a portion of the content encryption
key CEKR with the public key of the retailer, and then
sends it to the retailer.

3.4.2 Purchase Phase

This step describes physical interaction between the con-
sumer and a retailer to obtain a ticket card. The ticket card
is a token holder for the client device. There are two roles
in this phase, the client and the retailer. Whether the ticket
card is implemented as anonymous or registered, the con-
sumer can add value to it and use it to obtain the RO and
the corresponding CEK from information provided by the
license server and retailer. The steps of the purchase phase
are illustrated in Fig. 3.

• Step-2.1: The consumer buys the ticket card from the
retailer via some form of payment. Depending on
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the consumer requirement, the registration procedure
is optional. The consumer can either choose to provide
their identity information for ticket card registration, or
they can elect to purchase it anonymously. However, if
the consumer chooses anonymity, they will not be able
to ask for refund service in case of loss since there is
no way to determine the original purchaser.
• Step-2.2: A consumer adds value to the ticket card

through payment.
• Step-2.3: If the consumer has lost their ticket card, they

may ask the retailer for refund service by providing
personal identification. Once refunded, the ticket card
ID will be added to the revocation list by the retailer,
preventing future access to the RO.

3.4.3 Play Phase

This phase is based on the Universal Electronic Payment
System [31] scheme that builds a chain of trust between the
communicating parties. U.E.P.S. builds this trust by en-
crypting messages with information from the previous mes-
sage so each message doubles as a authenticator for all pre-
ceding. This scheme is particularly well suited for smart
cards because required computation power is relatively low.
Four roles are involved in the play phase, including the con-
tent server, the license server, the retailer and the client.

The play phase is divided into four steps. First, the
consumer inserts the ticket card into the device, and down-
loads the desired DRM content. The content server checks
if i is valid. If the content ID passes the check, the con-
sumer downloads the desired DRM content freely from the
content server via network. In order to have the right to de-
crypt and play the content, the device requires the RO and
the complete CEK. So the device authenticates with the
retailer. The retailer checks if the ticket card ID is not in
the retailer’s revocation list and grants authentication. The
client can then requests rights to the content by sending var-
ious parameters. The retailer responds with the RO associ-
ated with the desired content to the client. Lastly, the re-
tailer sends a message to the license server and in response
the license server sends information including CEKL to the
client. Notice the CEK has been separated into two parts,
which are held by separate parties to satisfy the trust con-
cerns detailed in Sect. 2. This prevents use of the content by
unauthorized parties. The communication in the steps 3.1
and 3.2 are secured by a modified U.E.P.S. scheme and the
last step utilizes PKI. Figure 4 illustrates the steps of the
play phase:

• Step-3.0: The client sends the request and downloads
encrypted DRM content ECEK(M) and its correspond-
ing metadata from the content server. The metadata is
signed by the content server’s private key. The client
uses the content server’s public key to verify the the
identity of the content server.
• Step-3.1: To play the protected DRM content, the client

looks up the license acquisition URL and sends the re-

Fig. 4 Play phase.

quest to the retailer for the corresponding RO. The
client device sends the ticket card ID in the clear, along
with the ticket card ID, the retailer ID and a random
number r1 encrypted first with K2 and then with K1.
The retailer checks the ticket card RL and rejects fur-
ther interaction with the client if the ticket card is re-
voked. Since the retailer sold the ticket card, it can
easily derive the secret keys K1 and K2 from its repos-
itory according to the ticket card ID. After receiving
the message, the retailer uses K1 and K2 to decrypt it
and matches the information to confirm the ticket card
and retailer ID are correct, then uses the subportion of
the message encrypted with K2. The first 56 bits of this
ciphertext EK2 (T,R, r1) becomes K3. The retailer then
sends the retailer ID, the ticket card ID and another ran-
dom number r2 encrypted with K3 then K1. Similarly,
the client device can easily derive K3 from EK2 (T,R, r1)
and then decrypts the message from the retailer.
• Step-3.2: The device confirms that T and R are correct

and uses 56 bits of the ciphertext EK3 (T,R, r2) to be-
come K4. The client device then sends the retailer the
card ID, the retailer ID, content ID, the payment, IP ad-
dress and regional code first encrypted by K4 then K1.
The retailer use the same method to generate K4 and
uses it and K1 to decrypt the message from the client
device. After checking, the retailer sends the ticket card
ID, retailer ID, the digital content ID, the RO and a por-
tion of the complete encryption key CEKR encrypted
by K4 then K1 to the client device.
• Step-3.3: The retailer forwards the client request to the

license server for the other half of the content encryp-
tion key. The retailer’s message includes the license
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server ID, the retailer ID, the content ID, the public
key of the ticket card and the client IP address, all en-
crypted with the public key of the license server. After
receiving the request, the license server uses the public
key of the ticket card to encrypt the ticket card ID, the
license server ID, the content ID and the content en-
cryption key portion CEKL along with its signature to
send to the client device. The client will then be able
to assemble the complete CEK to decrypt and play the
digital content according to rules dictated by the RO.

The computing power and energy resources of the client de-
vice may be limited. Notice the client only performs one
asymmetric cryptographic action during the play phase. So
our model aims for efficiency by minimizing the comput-
ing effort of the client device while still providing adequate
protection against attackers and malicious servers.

4. Discussions

In this section, we compare our proposed DRM system with
several related works and detail the capabilities of the pro-
posed scheme. Following, we provide a security analysis for
this scheme.

4.1 Framework Capabilities and Contributions

A comparison between the proposed scheme and several
significant DRM systems including Microsoft’s DRM sys-
tem [8] and the OMA DRM system [9] is given in Ta-
ble 2. Our scheme also addresses more issues compared
to other DRM schemes including Conrado et al.’s [18], Lee
et al.’s [32], Sun et al.’s [19] and Chen’s [11] DRM systems.
This model provides great flexibility to accommodate var-
ious types of trust inter-relationships. We can see the pro-
posed ticket card based scheme compares favorably to other
DRM systems. The following are the achievements of the
proposed work.

4.1.1 Anonymous Consumption

During the license acquisition, a consumer’s private infor-
mation is easily revealed through the authentication process.

Table 2 Comparison to other DRM systems.

Conrado et al. Lee et al. Sun et al. Chen Microsoft OMA Our DRM
[18] [32] [19] [11] [8] [9] system

Technology∗ S S S D D D S
Roles involved ∗∗ P,U C, L,R,U C, L,U C, L, P,U C, L,U C, L,U C, L, P,R,U
Encrypted content No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Anonymity Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes
Portability Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes
Trust issue No No No No No No Yes
Smart card features∗∗∗ Basic Basic Basic N/A N/A N/A Advanced
∗S : Smart Card based, D: Device based
∗∗C: Content server, L: License server, P: Content provider, R: Retailer, U: User
∗∗∗Basic: Anonymity and Portability

Advanced: Basic functions with additional ticket card assistance features (Sect. 4.1.4)

DRM systems can provide a mechanism to protect the con-
sumer’s privacy. The ticket card is a substitute for identity
which allows the consumer to decide to keep their privacy
or not. By using an anonymous ticket card, the retailer can-
not correlate consumption of media with an identity. It also
allows consumers to give the ticket card as a gift.

4.1.2 Portability

As mentioned in Sect. 2, a DRM system can be divided into
two categories of authentication: device based and identity
based. Device based DRM systems authenticate the identi-
ties of devices, rather than individuals. The simplest way to
identify a device is by putting a unique serial number in it.
However, when a consumer wants to use digital content on
different devices, they must acquire new licenses for every
device to enable content consumption. This is inconvenient
for consumers to use these types of DRM systems. On the
other hand, identity based DRM systems provide a way to
solve the issue concerning portability. As long as identity
can be determined, they can access content anytime, any-
where, and on any compliant device. Portability is provided
in our model by tying usage rules to a ticket card instead
of a device freeing the restriction of only being able to use
specific devices. This provides identity based DRM benefits
without necessarily disclosing privacy related information.

4.1.3 Trust Issue

In a real DRM implementation, various parties are usually
controlled by different business entities allow the possibil-
ity of one party taking advantage of the other. Separation
of duties is designed into the framework to provide the ad-
vantage of not explicitly requiring trust between the stake-
holders since it is possible these servers may be malicious.
In traditional DRM schemes, any malicious server has ac-
cess to the entire content key and this could lead to abuse
of the commercial model. To overcome this problem, the
proposed scheme employs the concept of split key where
the content key is divided into two parts named CEKL and
CEKR which are held by different business entities. They
are encrypted with the public key of license server and the
retailer, respectively. In addition, a malicious retailer may
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be able to impersonate the consumer since he has K1 and
K2. In our model, the license server is aware when a license
has been granted since it has to provide the corresponding
CEKLi. Even when a retailer masquerades as a client to
obtain the full CEK, it is still tied to an individual tamper-
proof device. So the license server will charge the retailer
regardless which renders this attack without benefit.

4.1.4 Ticket Card Assisted Features

By exploiting the functionalities that ticket cards afford our
scheme, the proposed system gains the following capabili-
ties:

• As a rule, consumers are not implicitly trusted. A ma-
licious consumer may attempt to gain access to content
he/she is not entitled to. Revocation is integrated into
the proposed scheme to protect against fraud from ma-
licious consumers. A accumulated revocation list con-
taining canceled ticket cards is available for retailers
to reference. If a ticket card is on the revocation list
and requests digital content, the authentication process
in the Step-3.1 will prevent the invalidated ticket card
from retrieving any rights object.
• Previous DRM schemes do not account for lost or

stolen licenses. Once lost, they are unrecoverable.
However, lost ticket cards do not pose a problem for
the proposed DRM scheme. Once a ticket card is re-
ported lost and the identity of the owner established,
the missing ticket card is added to the revocation list
by the retailer. Consequently, a new ticket card is re-
issued to the registered owner.
• In order to preserve the commercial viability of the

content providers, the regional codes are supported in
the proposed scheme. During the play phase, the re-
gional code belonging to the device is attached to the
authentication message and submitted by the client de-
vice during the process of obtaining rights. The design
provides great flexibility to the DRM business model.
The consumer can carry a ticket card and play the dig-
ital content anywhere according to commercial rules.
For example, due to the regional restrictions, digital
content may not be used in a certain geographical area,
but can obtain usage permissions after moving to an-
other area.

4.2 Security Analysis

This research proposes a multi-functional DRM system
which is suitable for realistic DRM system implementations
to protect digital rights. We now discuss the security criteria
for our scheme.

• Smart card security. The PuKT /PrKT key pair and ran-
dom numbers r1/r2 are paramount in ensuring the se-
curity of the ticket card. Since ticket cards are based
on smart cards, the maturity of smart card technology

can provide protection mechanisms to prevent attack-
ers from compromising information contained within.
Hence, these secrets can only be accessed by autho-
rized functions of the ticket card. Even in the case
where a ticket card is stolen, the attacker will not be
able to access the secret information since the RO,
CEK and protected digital content are stored on a
tamper-proof device. In addition, whether the smart
card is registered or anonymous, an additional authen-
tication check such as a PIN code-like mechanism may
be employed to prevent unauthorized access of ticket
card.
• Authentication. In a DRM business model, it is neces-

sary to ensure that transactions are genuine and mes-
sages are generated by legitimate senders. Authenti-
cation of messages is provided by digital signature of
the sender and the corresponding CA certificate. These
mechanisms ensure that outsiders are not able to send
forged messages to DRM members. Also, the adoption
of U.E.P.S. based communication protocol provides au-
thentication to the communication. In the play phase,
a malicious 3rd party retailer cannot mislead a device
to log into its system without secret keys K1 and K2.
In Step-3.1, when receiving the initial request from the
client, the retailer has to decrypt the message and then
generate the next secret key K3.

R : DK2 (DK1 (3.1.a)) = {T,R, r1}, (4)

K3 = EK2 {T,R, r1}56bits (5)

Since an imposter cannot derive the K3 (which is re-
quired to generate the response), the login process will
be terminated by the client device. Similarly, when the
client sends requests, it has to provide its ID and use
the corresponding keys K1 and K2 which are issued and
stored by the retailer. They can easily authenticate each
other since they have a pre-shared secret. For commu-
nications between the retailer and the license server,
PKI technology is used to validate that all parties in-
volved are actually who they claim. This works be-
cause only the true entity has the secret keys required
to decrypt the messages intended for them.
• Confidentiality. The primary goal of cryptography

in DRM is to maintain confidentiality by preventing
unauthorized duplication or access to the digital con-
tent. Before distributing the raw content, the content
provider encrypts it with the CEK.

P −→ C : ECEKi {Mi} (6)

This maintains the confidentiality of the content dur-
ing distribution. To prevent in-transit disclosure of the
CEK, it is separated into two parts, CEKL and CEKR
by the content provider and passed to separate enti-
ties only to be reassembled at an authorized client de-
vice. The separated CEK makes sure neither the li-
cense server nor the retailer can obtain the entire CEK.
According to Fig. 4, when the CEKL and the CEKR
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are transmitted over the internet, they are encrypted by
K1 and PuKT respectively. This ensures only a client
with the correct ticket card will be able to decrypt it.

C : DK4 (DK1 (3.2.b)) = {T,R, i,ROi,CEKRi}, (7)

DPrKT (3.3.b) = {T, L, i,CEKLi} (8)

Consequently, the proposed scheme can provide confi-
dentiality against malicious servers or clients.
• Integrity. Integrity signifies that data cannot be modi-

fied undetected. Each participating device in the pro-
posed scheme employs PKI technology using a certifi-
cate, a public key and the corresponding private key.
Transmitted messages are always secured for the re-
ceiving entities by encrypting it with keys to make sure
it cannot be modified un-detectably. When receiving
the CEK, the TPD can ensure the integrity property
against any unauthorized manipulation.
• Access control. Access control in this scheme is

achieved through encryption and PKI. The client is
prevented from accessing the digital content by the
tamper-proof DRM device until they can obtain the
CEK and a RO with appropriate rights for that content.
• Non-repudiation. A sender should not be able to deny

transmission of messages. In the designed protocol,
one can easily check the receiving message using the
sender’s signature. This implies that all parties of trans-
actions cannot deny participating afterwards since the
sending and receiving of transaction messages cannot
be refuted.
• No temporal restrictions. Traditional authentication

processes require the clocks of the client and the re-
tailer to be synchronized with each other and the
transmission delay time of messages is also limited.
To eliminate this restriction, our scheme is based on
nonces instead of timestamps. Therefore, the proposed
DRM implementation has no requirements of clock
synchronization or delay time limitations while still
providing a suitable level of security.
• Privacy. The proper balance between content provider

and consumer privacy is a significant challenge in any
DRM system. Not only does this model protect con-
sumer privacy from outsiders, the adoption of the ticket
card plays the key role in protecting the privacy of the
consumers from the service provider. The designed
protocol provides the means to adhere to privacy laws
against disclosing customer information since all end-
to-end data transmissions are protected under security
mechanisms.
• Replay attack prevention. Replay attacks occur when

valid data transmissions are maliciously or fraudulently
repeated. If an attacker collects transmission messages
to masquerade as a valid client, they still cannot imi-
tate the client completely. In Step-3.1, even if an at-
tacker replays the entire message originally sent by the
valid client, the attacker still is not able to decrypt the
response generated from the retailer.

C : {T,R, r2} = DK3 (DK1 (3.1.b)) (9)

Since the attacker does not have the pre-shared keys,
they do not have K1 to decrypt the (3.1.b) and then
derive the K3. Thus, attackers will not be able to de-
rive the random secret r2 generated by the retailer. The
same situation happens in Step-3.2, even the attacker
can replay (3.2.a) to the retailer, he still does not have
enough information to decrypt (3.2.b) to obtain the RO
or CEKR. Similarly, the attacker cannot impersonate
the retailer since they lack the necessary secrets to ac-
complish the mutual authentication protocol.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a trust distributed DRM model
based on ticket cards which can provide anonymous con-
sumption and other capabilities. By utilizing the U.E.P.S.
protocol, this scheme realizes secure authentication, flexi-
bility, efficiency and practicability for the DRM implemen-
tation. Furthermore, a security analysis shows how the sys-
tem adheres to the tenets of best practices as they apply to
different aspects of the system.
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